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History Model
• The herring fishery was not significant in Iceland until Norwegian fishermen brought their tradition and technique

to the country in the beginning of the 20th century. After a slow beginning it became a big industry in the 1930s
with many salting stations and modern reduction factories. Parallel to an increasing trawler fleet in demersal
fisheries it was an industrial revolution which, however, came to a halt in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

• The first graph shows a catch boom in the 1960s while the stock declined and collapsed in the end. This paradox
can be understood by an escalating effort and the shoaling behaviour of the species. The short period of large
catches in the fifties and sixties before the bust was the consequence of a technological revolution: sonar and
power block. It took more than twenty years of an almost total fishing ban to rebuild the stock. During the last 15
years the stock has stabilized because of international quota agreements and improving oceanic conditions. The
stock in question is the spring-spawning part of the Atlanto-Scandian herring, but the catch includes summer
spawners and occasional small additions of North Sea and North American herring.

• The second graph relates effort changes to previous profits (or losses) with a one year lag during the years 1955-
1969. The estimated model is another paradox: the threshold value is negative, meaning that the fishery
continued to expand in spite of negative profits most of the time. This peculiar result can be explained by
characteristic factors of the monetary policy in Iceland at that time: government intervention, inflation, negative
real interest, subsidized funds and controlled foreign exchange rate.

• The circumstances promoted overinvestment in new vessels with modern fishfinding instruments and powerful
gear which resulted in increasing catch despite decreasing stock. In the short-run it was an economic benefit but
may have contributed to the collapse of the stock and a long-run crisis in the Icelandic economy.

Sources: ICES, the Ministry of Fisheries in Iceland, the Fisheries Association of Iceland.
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Model Specification and Estimation
• Model:

where the effort E is defined as the product of the total number of vessels participating in
the herring fishery, their mean GRT and the mean number of days at sea. The difference
∆Ei = (Ei+1 − Ei ) is between the current year (i+1) and the previous year (i). Pi is profit as a
percentage of revenue in a sample of annual accounts, P0 some threshold value - which
may be interpreted as an opportunity cost - and k a constant. The model simply states that
the relative change in effort each year is proportional to the profit margin the year before
above (or below) the threshold.

• Estimation:

which means that k = 0,0086 and P0 = −0,233/0,0086 = −27% (with moderate significance)

i
i

i

∆E
= k(P - P )oE

∆E = 0,233+ 0,0086× PE
(0,123) (0,0050)

R = 0,44

Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0,439
R Square 0,193
Adjusted R Square 0,126
Standard Error 0,386
Observations 14

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 80,0% Upper 80,0%
Intercept 0,233 0,123 1,893 0,083 0,066 0,399
X Variable 1 0,009 0,005 1,694 0,116 0,002 0,015



Original Data

Monetary unit is the Icelandic krona (IKR) and the unit of effort is one million GRT-days.
In 1969 the total herring fleet was 87 vessels but only 20 caught the spring-spawning stock.

Year Vessels GRT Days at sea Yield/ktons Stock/Mtons Sample Revenue/IKR Costs/IKR Profit/IKR %Profit Effort
1955 132 73 50 33,1 9,98 54 12949211 15378043 -2428832 -18,8 0,48
1956 187 77 47 89,8 11,83 59 19789193 20556761 -767568 -3,9 0,68
1957 234 77 54 92,6 11,11 76 23184199 27162374 -3978175 -17,2 0,97
1958 241 79 65 74 10,27 53 18986967 24222880 -5235913 -27,6 1,24
1959 224 73 74 147,6 8,23 36 26621748 25833444 788304 3,0 1,21
1960 258 81 68 107,9 6,39 67 26760472 44854237 -18093765 -67,6 1,42
1961 220 89 67 251,9 4,73 48 60214834 57307407 2907427 4,8 1,31
1962 224 100 75 385,2 3,78 52 103104182 97774048 5330134 5,2 1,68
1963 226 109 87 266,5 2,7 69 101718043 111241833 -9523790 -9,4 2,14
1964 233 133 97 457,9 2,72 98 334453535 368300684 -33847149 -10,1 3,01
1965 218 145 163 640 3,07 93 616021890 545532171 70489719 11,4 5,15
1966 185 192 174 712,3 2,73 83 654439578 613871806 40567772 6,2 6,18
1967 153 230 172 395,1 1,11 71 313140291 411450646 -98310355 -31,4 6,05
1968 103 258 134 124,7 0,24 64 268618576 349022966 -80404390 -29,9 3,56
1969 20 260 30 4 0,09 49 330566017 351177663 -20611646 -6,2 0,16
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